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ESTS AND B'VERT BE 

1. HE PROBLEM 

It is still a real problem if, and if so n what measure, pro- 
jection tests give indications of the overt ehavior of the subject. 

zey (9) has justly stated recently: “ vailable em- 
pirical evidence clearly indicates, that the assumed imperfect 
correlation between fantasied and overt behavior is warranted. 

owever? at present we are far from an adequate form-ulstion of 
the signs or cues that might permit specification from fantasy 
protecols alone of the behavioral tendencies that will seculre 
overt expression as opposed to those that will not”. 

In practice a great number of possibilities present themselves: 
one time a projection test protocol gives fragments out of the 
earlier life’s history which. is no longer of actual interest, then 
again the content is a clear overcompensation of frustrated, 
unrealized, or in reality unrealizable wishes or ideals; sometimes 
the characters of friends or family are described, and then again 
the subject’s own dynamic structure. Sometimes reflections of 
the actual situation or the day% activity appear, then again: 
deeper lying structures, which the examiner thinks he can find 
in a projection protocol. This latter designation is, however, 
usually something that is oral:; possible later when the protocol 
is compared with the detailed clinical and case-history data, and, 
however interesting this may be, we would rather have more 
certainty in the judgment of the test ‘as such; in other words, a 
criterion with the help of which we could make out which of 
the different possibilities we have before us in a definite protocol 

which we have outlined here is probably not only 
-_s_- 

are much indebted to the Rockefeller i oundation, which has made 
possible by the sponsoring of research fellowships at the Institute 
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a proble of ~~te~~ret~t~Q~, but also Of test constructi 
instructlonsu Perhaps up to now we have not been fo 
best method with our insistence upon entirely free-imagination 
projection tests. Symonds (14) comes to a very pertinent eon- 

“‘If a person works out is problems in overt 
behavior, he does not find it necessary to work them out in 
fantasy-a if he works them out in fantasy, he is not bound 
to express em in reality. It is for this reason that seldrsm were 
the characters in a persOn’s stories replicas of the person himself 
in real life”. e then distinguishes different levels upon wh.ich 
fantasy and behavior ction but he fails to tell us how we 
must decide On which el we should interpret the content of 
a single pr13toczol. 

In general projection tests up to now have been very dis- 
appointing where prediction over the subject’s overt behavior 
is concerned, or’ rather we lack up to naw fast criteria which 
can guide us in tbls respect since no one will deny, that some- 
til.zes overt behavior comes to expression in projection protocols, 
and Often. it doesn’t. 

Symonds does come to the conclusion that one must look Ear 
inner dynamics in the fantasy material from Thematic Apper- 
ception Tests, ?hat is, by assuming that they are pnojections of 
trends within the in ividual and then attempting to understand 
them in the light of all the possible transformations and dis- 
guises by which an individual protects himself from the anxiety 
which facing his unacc’eptable drives would arouse” (p. 209). 

2. RILE-TAKING AND SOCXAL ADJUSTMENT 

In his unpublished thesis over the F.P.T. the Belgian Albert 
Collette makes the very just comment that the hero :in the F.P.T.- 
protocols always behaves as an only child (la), This is probably 
related to the fact t.hat in our fantasy we are only concerned 
with ourselves; that the figures that live in our fantasy, such 
as those in our dreams: are also aspects of ourselves, or msstly 
nothing more than Objects “to talk to”, shadowy beings without 
the character of reality; and also that the assignment of r6les 
in our fantasy repre,;ents aspects of ourselves which furnish the 
dialectic necessary for all thinking, but which lack the degree 
of “adversite” that people from our own environment have, 
people from the hard reality, who help to determine our behavior 



in Qrle at3?.lal world. T ese figures out of our fan~~s,y Q 
‘Vijle-h3Bing” necessiny. They ask no em.~athy, no 

ore, they satisfy our d.eepest ten 
; or they are the adequate corre 

irrational anxieties and feelings of being menaced. 
~mporta.nt this inner dialectic may be the ~~te~~~etat~~ of 
overt behavior, an acyuai ante with it does not al-ways put us 

position to make pr ctia~~.~ over overt behavior itself, 
e can distinguish between two sorts of overt behavior: 

socially well-adjusted and socially maladjusted behavior. In 
sofas as overt behavior is socially weld-adjusted behavior, not 
~nd~~d~a~istic ehavior, but group-det lined (or partner-deter- 
mined is in the foreground. can therefore say that 
overt vior interests us, as clinical and industrial psychol- 
ogists, in so far as it is not or not yet well-adjusted, i.e. in so far 
as it is still individualistic. Of course socially well-adjusted 
behavior remains “‘personal’,, but by individualistic behavior 

mean here behavior in so far as it is under the influence of 
at Coutu (2) calls ‘%he margin-of-error-in-role-taking” (p. 396). 

esides, in the overt well-adjusted behavior the idiosyncrasies 
are, as it were, hidden behind, or controlled by the rijle-taking 
a ty of the individual. 

e can also say that the {Jvert behavior interests us especially 
in so far as it is a fun .tion of the privative mode of rble taking. 

e can make the following scheme: 

Covert behavior Overt beI&avior 
4 J 

autistic fantasy 
( + well-adjusted behavior 

r61e taking + . 
?- malad jusf;ed behavior 

ere we see that ma’ladjusted overt behavior is not a direct 
function of autistic fantasy, but of a failure in rble-taking, of 

argin-of-error-in-rble-taking. 

3. c IIca THE F.P. 

If there is any truth in this construction, we should be able to 
discern all sorts of things in relation to the maladjusted aspects 

covert behavior by studying someone’s failure in rijle-taking. 
e have tried to find out if this is possible via a projection test. 

is case we must invite the subject, by special instructions, 
to assume a rble-ta attitude instead of improvising freely over 



a picture. For ‘this purpose we used the Our Picture Test of 
ermep (5, 6, 7). Instead of the usual instructions to make a 
from the four gives. pictures, a number of arbitrarily 

chosen male subjects were asked to make a story with a female 
principal character 2). These instructions were chosen for several 
reasons. 

From t,he statistical data available over 
we found that less than I >L of our male s 
usual instructions, make a story spo:itaneously with a fiemale 
principal figure. That this is only partly a function of the 
subject’s sex appears from the fact that of the female subjects 
only 11 c‘; made a story with a female princ.ipal figure. It seems 
therefore quite probable at the fact, that by far the most 
subjects make a story wit a male principal figure, is also a 
function of the graphic stimulus of the F.P. . In other words, 
the F.P.‘T., through nothing more than its graphic qualities, does 
not invite the spontaneous making of a story with a female 
principal figure. By giving the task of writing a story with a 
female princ’ipal figure, we force the subject to a psychic act 
which is relatively difficult and can only be solved by taking 
on a definite attitude, namely by transferring oneself to the role 
of a woman as hero of the story. It is perhaps possible to speak 
here of a true act of role-taking. 

Actually what is asked of the subject is an act of “playing- 
at-a-Ae”, in which implicit r6le-taking is implied. In his article: 
“‘Role-playing vs. role-taking” (3), Coutu says: ‘Playing-at in- 
volves an elementary form of role-taking, the verbalized fantasy 
by which the child learns how to take the role of another. 
child both imaginatively and overtly pretends he is another 
person- not necessarily a particular other person, but often a 
stereo*u;ype of some functionary. Playing-at is “ma.ke believeY’ or 
“play acting”. PEaying-ut a role is not necessarily playing-ad- 
being another person; it may represent playing-at performing 
some socially prescribed function which he cannot actually 
perform since he cannot at his age occupy the appropriate social 
position; or it may even involve playing-at being a COW pony, 

machine-gun or airplane, with the appropriate vocalizations, 
sound or noises” 

“) In this study, we shall refer to theve protocols as “special” F. P. T. 
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Perhaps another explicite role would also have 
as -,he i;ask set in out’ test, but for male subjects a 

been possible 
woman is the 

most extremely ’ “:otiler”. By requiring of our male sub&et;; d 
female .hero, we rcequired thus an act of l’aying-at-a&e, at least 
if l;hey ‘were willing to Pulfil this task. Siince the F.P.T. requires 
that four pictures must be combined into one story, it is neces- 
sary that the hero be given 1 sorts of emotional, voluntive, and 

i the functions which termine the thread of the story. 
efore, pictures in which the r6le of the woman is more or 

less determined by the graphic meaning are le,ss suitabTe for this 
purpose. 

Our assumption was that subjects who were able to write a 
story with. a woman as principal figure and in which feminine 
emotionaE relations etcetera really originated in this woman, 
would have an easier emotional contact with others than the 
subjects who were not able to do so. 

We also investigated the possibility, that the F.P.T. protocols 
with these new instructions would contain more information 
over the (maladjusted) overt behavior of the subject. The aspect 
of overt behavior chosen to verify this assumption was depen- 

and submissiveness. It was assumed, that, if the woman 
%special” F.P.T. protocol was domineering, th,e writer, 

more o’ften than not, wcbuld be dependent and submissive in his 
daily behavior. 

, EXP 

a. feHmd 

The material for thi:; study consisted of 
protoccrlls of 311 male subjects who were 

TABLE I 

the written F.P.T. 
examined by the 

Distribution of Population according to age 
Years of age 

15-m 
21- 25 
26 -30 
31 -35 
36-40 
41 -45 
46 8r older 

No. cases 
86 
71 
74 
45 
15 
10 
10 

311 
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CrNetherlands oundatio!:i for ndustrial Psychology” (an imti- 

tute for vocational guidance :md personnel selection), By far the 
majority of these cases fell within the category of se,lection for 
special industrial functions. The educational lev of the subjects 
varied, from junior high sch.ool to university. he ages of the 
population were distributed as shown in the adjoining table. 

The instructions given these cases were as f lows. For those 
subjects who had already written the usucl I?. T. s;tory earlier 
in the day (by far the majority in t is case), the foEowing was 
asked: “Do you still remember that you have had to write a story 
about four pictures ?” This question was almost alwa:ys answered 
in the ai’firmative. The instructions continued then: “Make ai 

story now about the same four pictures, in which one lr)f the ladies; 
at the tennis court plays the main role” 3). 

If the subject could not remember the four pictures, he was 
permitted to see them again. In those cases in whic!h no ordinary 
F.P.T, had been done, the above instructions were added to the 
usual instruction. VJhether or not the “special” F,P.T. was pre- 
ceded by the usual F.P.T. proved to have no influence on the 
results. 

b. AnaZysas of the Results 

From further study of the protocols collected in the manner 
described above it appeared that three groups of stories could 
be clearly differentiated, namely: 

1. Stories in which a ‘woman was co’. Gstently the principa 
figure, where she determined the course of action and gave the 
story a specifically feminine content (henceforth called “feminine 
stories” for short) * 

2. Stories in which a man was rea y consistemly the 
cipal figure while a woman appeare only as an extre 
secondary figure or not at all ~(so-eallcd “mascul.jnts stories”). 

3. Mixed stories, in which it was not certain 4hether a man 
or woman was the principal figure, either because !there was no 

really principal role, or because a man and a woman a 
as perfectly equal figures. For criteria see below. 

These story-types were then compared with the subject’s; 

“) The fourth picture of the F. P. T. depicts a tennis court with players 
and spectators, two of whom are girk 
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“‘affective contact” by which was understood his overt behavior 
during the exam!nation in. respect to the examiner, as the latter 
described this in h.is report over the examination. Thus the term 
“affective contact’” as used here does not imply prediction, but 
is based purely upon observed behavior in respect to the 
examiners:. Although “easy a.ffective contact” is not exactly the 
same as “good social adjustment”, we prefer to use the former 
term, sincle it points to behavior observable in the examination, 
-whereas the latt.er is more of an inference. 

It proved possible to establish fairly objective, usable directions 
for the rating of the stories. In general, the following standards 
were used as the basis of differentiation: 

Feminine stories were characteristically those in which a 
female prir lcipal figure appeared consistently through the whole 
story, where the thoughts, ad ventures, feelings and. experiences 
of the wroman were more or less explicitely described, unless 
these experiences were named exclusively as being negative in 
respe,ct tf;j an actual male figure in the principal role and were 
responsible for his behavior. At the same time, the woman was 
mostly the center in the story, played a specifically feminine 
r6le within its framework, and was directly, actively involved 
in the development of events. It is striking, that Happy-End 
stories were mostly feminine stories. 

In mczsculine stor;es, on ‘_,he other hand, the female figure 
either dicl not appear at all, was present only in the beginning, 
or remained entirely in the background. Often only events were 
described which followUed each other in a simple action plot, 
even though a woman played a secondary role in this plot. Often 
the female figure appeared only as the center of the thoughts 
of one or more men (for example: a boy dreams about the girl 
next door; or: two boys in love with the same girl quarrel over 
her at the tennis court). Also judged as masculine stories are 
those in which a woman is only causally or indirectly concerned 
in the plot, and finally also those stories which actually have a 
woma.n as principal character, but in which her role is explicitely 
of the sort that it could be played just as well by a male figure 
and would be even more acceptable in this form. It is noteworthy 
that Detective stories were almost always masculine stories. 

A few examples may clarify these standards of judgment for 
ne and masculine stories. 



Marian had put the children to bed and wanted to tidy up a little in tht: 
bedroom where she and her husband slept. On t:ntering she paused: the 
moonlight lent the spacious room something mystc;:!rierus and also something 
hidden. She had a warm feeling of “my home is ‘:ny cast!e” at which she 
yet smiled: oh well, let’s be deliciously sentimerSti\l for once! Well, yes, 
being sentimental is of course nonsense, but she v~d.s a lucky person and 
she had a cosy evening in front of her too, for &:lwnstairs at ihe moment 
sat Charles with Tom his friend deep in talk, and in a moment 9~ would 
go and sit with them, making a remark now and t:‘:.r,!i, but chiefly iistening 
and. . . ‘ enjoying herself. Her friends did not e.:.vy her for it, but she 
herself knew, that she was fond of evenings Iike th.s. They had got to know 
Tom last summer at the tennisclub , and that was how the friendship had 
begun. Just as she was drawing the curtains in t’-lc! bedroom her eye fell 
on the opposite side of the street: it bad begun tcl :j,jnow sofily and a man 
stood with his collar tF.xned up: old, lonely, poor. 3.e was painfully touched, 
drew:,- the curtains carefully and went pclncivi ly dc~~~lstairs. 

B. Mcllscfkline story (Sitbj 75924, male, 2Qyrs) 

An AcNcident 

At a tennis club consisting of tilrcte ladies an<.> ‘:hree gentlemen there 
was an accident one day while a game was beins $ayed. To wit: one of 
the men who was playing with a lady against ano:hl::r lady and gentleman 
at a certain moment hit - by accident - the lac’ y on the head with his 
tennis racket. The blow came down hard, and them .I,idy was taken to the 
hospital. The young man ?o whom this happened IS beside himself with 
anxiety. At night he cannot sleep, lies for hours stxing at the ceiling and 
the sf.rangelst thoughts go through his head. That she will die, that she will 
he crippled for life, etc. Because of this he is ~nb~~xrable at home. At the 
least thing that is said to him he flies up and snai:ls at everyone. At last. 
he gets news - a week later - that the girl is recc vcring, and that he may 
go to visit her. LDng before it is time for the visit I’it: is waiting in front of 
the hospital. To make things worse it begins to ra IQ. But he doesn’t even 
feel it. Without a coat, he stands there in the rain Ml the right time has 
come. He is madly happy! 

In order to see wheter the judgmc,nt of st.ories according to 
the abwire mentioned standards would remCn at all constant, a 
small sample of the total material was given:l to someone yho 
had. no further connection at all with the stulcly, with the requkst 
to jlldge those stories acording to the given criteria. Meed, ‘by 
this method, 82 yO of the stories were judged in entirely the same 
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manner, while the remaining 18 $% consisted only of those stories 
which by one judge were placed in the masculine or feminine 
category, and by the other i::l the “mixed” group. Judgements 
of the same stories by the same judge after a period of six 
months rendered almost compl.ete agreement. 

c. Results 

In the 311 cases studied here it was indeed found that the 
Ccfeminine stories” came preponderently from subjects who IhaL 
a good and easy affective coma&, while the opposite proved to 
be true of the writers of “masculine stories”. 

After applying the Yates correction formula, X2 = 34.6. The 
1Jull Wypothesis can thus be discarded at Ithe 0.1 76 level of con- 
fidence. Our first hypothesis is therefore confirmed by the ex- 
perimental results. 

We also investigated the possibility that in respect to age and 
educational level of the subjects differences might be found 
Mween the groups which would be related in any way to the 
criterion. This, hoawever, proved not to be the case. 

Our second assumption was that the protocols of the “special” 
F.P.T., especially of the so-called “masculine stories”, should 
contain more data over overt. behavior than those protocols 
written with the u~.~.al task. There are at the present time a great 
man.y indications that this is really the case, but research over 
this problem 11s still in progress, and we hcipe to be able to publish 
more detailed information on this subject later. Up to the present 
time we have studied in detail one of the aspects of overt be- 
havior which. comes to expression in the “special” F.P.T. This 
aspect is submissive, dependent behavior (l.ack of independence) 
in subjects w:hich we have brought into relation with the degree 
of dominance of the woman appearing in the “special” F.P.,T. 
The independence of the subjects was de,termin.ed by us upon 
the basrs of the reports of ,the examiners. In most of our cases 
it was errplieitely stated by the examiner whether the subject 
ma.de a dependent or independent impression, since this was con- 
sidered an important factor in selection for industrial functions. 
These judgments were all clinical observation;; since there are 
~0 objective tests for this variable available here. 

The supposition that dependent subjects write a “special” 
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F.P.T. in which the female figure plzy,; a strongly dominant 
rGle, proved indeed to be true in our mal.erial, especially in the 
group of so-called masculine stories. 

This fact is apparent in Table 2, which gives X2 and P for the 
relationship between ihese factors. When we consider the data 
over masculine and feminine stories apa!*t (the groups “domina.nt 
A-” and “dominant -” -L- were considered together here, since 
otherwise the numbers wou:!d have been too small for statistical 
computations), it appears that, as ‘we expected upon the basis of 
our hypothesis, in the masculine stories the degree of dependence 
in overt behavior was ;<presentsd by the appearance of a more 
or less dominant female figure in the “special” F.P.T. story, while 
this proved not to be the case for the feminine stories. 

TABLE 2 

Inc~c~endc~~cc af S, <rind dcminawe of u’oman in “special” F. P. T.-protoco 

(N = 259) 
X” P 

Whole Material : 31.45 < 0.1 O/O 

“Masctiline Stories” only: 16.51 < 0.1 o/r, 

“Feminine Stories” only: 1.29 + (j$ ” :o 

<‘j. D1scuss10x 

From the fact that our hypotheses have been proven true by 
this study we shall be able to draw a few general conclusions in 
respect to the application of :lrojection tests. By permitting a 
subject to be entirely free in exercising his imagination over a 
projection picture, we have not made it necessary for him to 
assume a, Sle-taking attitude, but have allowed him to express 
himself within the dialectic of his rrrore autistic train of thought. 
Up to now we lack criteria for ir,%preting these autistic trains 
of thought into terms of overt behavior. However, it is possible 
to present tasks in which the subject is forced to place himself 
in the Se-taking attitude. For male srnbjects it is a question of 
playing-at-a=rSe, to think and to act j”rom the standpoint of a 
female principal figure. The F.P.T. is a good. stimulus for this, 
since less than 1 s of the male subjects spontanectusly make 
stories with a female principal figure. For female subjects it is 
naturally another question. In order to study t”ne same phe- 
nomena in fe&male subjects, a feminine F.P.T. has been con- 
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strutted 4)) in which most female subjects make stories with a 
female :prinoipaI figure, when gj:ren the usual, ordinary instruc- 
tions. Female subjects have been studied upon the basis of this 
test wit,h the instructions to make a story with a male principal 
figure. 

These investigations have not been fmished yet, but on the 
basis of a small1 material .we f#ound, that here too aspect!s of the 
overt behavior were significantly related to variatbles in the 
pro t ucols. Thes e findings will be reported more in detail in a 
later publication. We are of the opinion, that large-scale research 
should be done. concerning the question whether projection tests 
with instructions which imply role-taking, procure more infor- 
mation over overt behavior than those given with the free i.n- 
structions used up to the present time. 

Meanwhile, it is interesting: that Sarbin and Farberow (13) 
hiave found in their experiments on the subject of age-regression 
in relation to self and role, that there is a highly probable 
relation between social adjustment and role-taking abil:.ties. 

Cough (4) has very :justly remarked, that ‘*the basis for in- 
dividual sociality is social interaction, and this interaction is 
efb”ective in so far as the individual can look upon himself as 
an object or can assun.e various rdles”, while Cameron (1, p, 
93) states: “the more effectively (an individual) 4:s able to allow 
the attitudes and responses of others, which he predicts in sym- 
bolic role-taking, to influence his own reactions, the more com- 
petent he ought to be i.n social situation”. These vario’us state- 
ments lend considerable support to our point of view. 

We admit that our criterion: the subjective judgments of the 
examiners Iduring a psychological examination, is :not very 
satisfactory one from an objective point of view, but in Holland 
WE haT?e no 4Gobjective” instruments for the measurement of 

‘) This F. :F. P. I-. (F emale Four Picture Test) consists of the following 
eo,ur drs.avings: 

1. Sitting room. A woman is bending over a cradle in which 4% baby can 
be seers. A small boy is sitting on the floor, playing with t,qs. 

II. Bedroom with old-fashioned furniture and a mirror. 
IIL. Lake in forest scenery where a female figure stand pondering. 
IV. Office. A male and a female figure are seated at desks tulilking wi.th 

each other, while they are being watched by a second mate figure from 
the background. 
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emotional adjustment. e ‘suggest that this study might be 
duplicated in America where such instruments are available. 

Also it remains to be seen, whether our findings are culturally 
determined and whether, if duplicated in America, the results 
would be similar. This is of special importance in so far as the 
results with the F.F.P.T. are concerned, because the culturally 
determined position of woman is so different in America and in 
Europe. 

And it might be of interest to investigate how the different 
culturally determined characters, as Riesman worked them out 
in “The Lonely Crowd” (11) behave in regard to rile-taking in 
the F.P.T. protocols with special instructions. 

In this article we have discussed the problem of the lack of 
sufficient criteria to permit a judgement on the basis of pro- 
jection test protocols concerning whether a definite co:ntent in 
related to the subject’s overt behavior. 

Two sorts of overt behavior have been distinguished-socially 
well-adjusted behavior and socially maladjusted behavior. The 
former was brought into relation with general ability at r6le- 
taking, the latter with margin-of-error-in-role-taking (Coutu) . 

by using special instructions for the Four Picture Test 
(namely, making a story with a female principal figure), male 
subjects were forced to use their rble-taking ability. 

For our popula.tion there is evidence that: 

1. Males with an easy affective contact, in so far as observed 
* by the examiners of the “Netherlands Foundation for Industrial 

Psychology”, can complete this task significantly better than 
males with a poor affective contact. 

2. For the latter, the appearance of a dominant woman in the 
special F.P.T. protocol is significantly related to a submissive, 
dependent over behavior, as far as observed during the psycho- 
logical examination. 

There are indications, that still many other features of overt 
behavior appear in the stories of the unsuccesfull riile-takers. 
We hope to publish more material concerning this question 
later. 
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Le present article traite l’absence des criteres qui permet- 
traient de juger, en partant du protoeole d’un test de projection, 
s’il existe un rapport entre le contenu determine d’un r&it et 
la conduite manifeste du sujet. 

On distingrue deux formes de comportement manifeste: le 
comportement social. adapt& et le comportement social mal 
adapt& On rattache le premier B une aptitude g&&ale pour 
,,rGle-taking’“’ (!a faculte de se mettre a la place d’un autre) ;: le 
second a la ,,margin-of-error-in-r8le-taking” (Coutu) (le de@ 
d’insuc&s en se mettant a la place d’un autre). 

En exigeant des sujets d’ecrire we histoire dont le personnage 
principal sera une femme ou une jeune fille, on a oblige des 
sujets du sex.e masculin a exercer leur faculte de ,,role-taking”. 
L’examen du materiel obtenu a demontre: 

1. que les hommes dont le contact affectif est aise s’acquittent 
remarquabllement mieux de cette t&che que Ses hommes avec quli 
un contact affectif s’etablit difficilement, pour autant que le fait 
a pu 6tre constat par les examinateurs de la ,,Fondation Wollan- 
daise pour la Psychotechnique”; 

2. que chez les sujets appartenant & la seconde catbgorie, 
l’apparition d’une fe-nme dominatrice dans le protocole 5 l’in- 
struction preeite, correspond signifieativement a un comporte- 
ment manifeste influenqable et dependant, pour autant qu’il a 
6t6 constate au cows de l’examen psychologique. 

II est denote que nomb,re d’autres aspects du comportement 
manifeste se r&&lent dans les histoires &rites par les sujets qui 
ne paeennent pas a exec-uter cette trZche de ,,role-taking”. Les 
auteurs esp&rent publier ulterieurement des donnkes plus elabo- 
rees tsouchant cette question. 
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